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Abstract - The primary aim of the study is to explore the similarities and differences problems (mathematics question) in 
geometry though analyzing the contents of the junior Secondary school (grade 7-9) mathematics textbooks of California, 
Singapore and Indonesia. A content analysis has been taken in this study, by comparing the distribution patterns of the 
quantities of problems representing various kinds of applications in the selected textbooks. In this study, it was found that the 
totally of all the problems until 23.107 in geometry subjects. Class practice was the most analyzed in function of problems 
which have been given in the end of sub topics in geometry textbooks in California and Singapore but different in Indonesia. 
In the other hand, the similarities from California, Singapore and Indonesia have used non-application become the most than 
application problems in textbooks. Non-application problems were more used to convey the knowledge to student before 
using application related to student’s life. Suggestion to various sectors of education and ways to improve the mathematics 
are given. Finally, for the future research, the deep analysis can be produce in every part includes teacher and student activity 
how they wil use mathematics textbooks in classroom  
 
Keywords - Comparison of study, geometry problems, junior high school. 
 
I.INTRODUCTION 
 
Mathematics is one of the important academic 
disciplines which play a critical role in most of the 
scientific inquiry. This is a subject of study that 
involves frequent usage of calculations and 
multiplications written out on paper, including the use 
of the numbers, figures, theories, and proofs; it thus 
requires patience and perseverance in thinking 
critically and logically when students solve the 
problems in mathematics Kilpatrick & Swafford, 
2002; Verschaffel & De Corte, 1996). Geometry is 
one of the subjects that play an important role in 
mathematics.  Love (1995) identified geometry was 
one of subject in mathematics education which 
explained and described the problems with real 
context in human’s life. Therefore, school has 
challenged to design and form the geometry 

curriculum with appropriate and valid for the 
student's need. For some previous research found that 
it was because school lacked the methodology and 
tool for support geometry’s lesson.  Many researches 
have conducted research about geometry’s lesson, 
showing that the most commonly problem in 
geometry was students achievement and skill still far 
from standard education in geometry result. It was 
because students were not able to analyze and 
describe the numbers that was written on 
mathematics textbook with theoretical explanation. 
However, there is little research that indicated 
problems in geometry subject especially in Indonesia.  
There have been a number of international studies in 
mathematics education such as PISA where the 
mathematics (curricula and student achievements) in 
various countries were compared and can be seen 
from year to year in this table below.

 

 
Table 1 Student’s Achievements in PISA’ result 

Source: (PISA;OECD, 2003 - 2015) 
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Table 1 shows the students’ performance in 
mathematics from each country didn’t have good 
distribution, significant scores indicated that the 
mathematical skills of students on the world still far 
from expected especially for Indonesia which became 
almost the last position Anand and Ross (1987) 
described that the most difficulty situation when the 
student did the question and the result did not 
appropriate with the question’s purpose was made in 
textbooks. In addition, to decrease the difficulty 
situation, there were some efforts to examine 
mathematics textbooks was going to present for 
students and teachers, the International Association 
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) 
began with the textbook analyses by the Third 
International Mathematics and Science Studies 
(TIMSS) in curriculum studies (e.g., Schmidt, 
McKnight, Valverde, Houang, & Wiley, 1997).So, 
the analysis of textbooks assists educational 
researchers in understanding the effectiveness of 
specific schemes and approaches, which can turn the 
aid of understanding what is required in terms of 
teaching and curriculum development.  
 
The aim of the study is to investigate and describe the 
commonalities and differences of problems as the 
question presented in mathematics textbooks 
specifically in geometry subject though analyzing the 
content in junior secondary school (grade 7-9) from 
three countries (US, Singapore, and Indonesia). The 
research question was what are the commonalities 
and differences of the problems in mathematics 
textbooks based on three countries from US, 
Singapore, and Indonesia? 
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
In this study, junior secondary textbooks were 
selected for investigation. Thiswas because many 
international comparative studies of curriculums (e.g. 
Li, 1999& TIMSS) include Secondary-2 (i.e. grade 7-
9) students as target group. This study has chosen 
three sets of textbooks, which are widely used based 
on data ingovernment that could be accessed from 
three countries website with different grades (7-9) in 
United State (California), Singapore and Indonesia.  
 

 
 

 
 
The problems would be appeared in geometry’s 
topics of junior secondary textbooks from three 
counties would be compared and investigated.  
 
Research Method and Conceptual Framework  
The objects of this study are textbooks. Qualitative 
method has chosen in this study.The textbooks would 
be analysis by using a framework. The conceptual 
framework used by several studies(Li, 1999 as cited 
in Yau, 2011; Fan & Zhu, 2006; Polya, 1957; Yau, 
2011; Yeap, Ferrucci, and Carter, 2002)that had been 
conducted about problems in a mathematic 
textbook.All of problems were divided and coded into 
three parts: Function, context problem, andproblem 
solving. 
 
III. RESULTS 
 
In this chapter, results of the analysis of problems 
presented in the textbooks will bereported. Emphasis 
is placed on comparison of textbooks based on three 
countries from California, Singapore and Indonesia. 
 

Distribution Function of problems under Different Categories 

 
Table 2Comparison of the selected textbooks from three countries in number of functions of problems
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Table 2 shows that, the average of the number class 
practice problems were the highest score of the 
overall problems in two countries. But, Indonesia 
textbook was the mainly covered by text problems. 
On the contrary in grade 9 (Indonesia), Example 

problems got more high number than text problems. 
The lower part was mainly covered by project 
problems. The following part will show the result of 
distribution context of problems under different 
categories.

 

 
Table 3 Comparison of the selected textbooks from three countries in number of Context of problems 

 
Table 3 presents, non-application problems occupy 
the largest part of the overall problems. The rest part 
is mainly covered by application problems.The 

following part will show the result of Distribution of 
Context of problems under different categories.

 

 
Table 4 Comparison of the selected textbooks from three countries in number of problem solving procedures 

 
As shown in the table 4, in grade 7 California 
textbook has slightly higher numberof problem 
solving procedures than Indonesia textbook and 
Singapore textbook. However In grade 8 and 9, 
Singapore textbook significantly higher number of 
problem solving procedures than Indonesia textbook 
and California textbook. On the other hand, in terms 
of problem solving procedures, all of the textbooks 
contain much fewer looking back step problems than 
the other steps. 

 
DISCUSSION  
 
In this study, problems presented in text books from 
three countries were compared. In summary, total 
number of problems in geometry chapters from the 
highest was California’s textbooks (10712), the 
second was Singapore’s textbooks (5116) and the last 
was Indonesia’s textbooks (2680).  
 
Number of functions of problems   
The majority of the function of problems is under the 
category “class practice” in the selected textbook.In 
this study, it found that class practice became the 
majority in California and Singapore textbooks. More 
class practice is one of way to give challenge to 
students (Cheung, 2000). But different for Indonesia 
textbooks, text problems were the high number for 
described the problems to the students. For California 
and Singapore, textbooks use “class practice” as 

drilling question for students to do at home. More 
class practice is one of way to give challenge to 
students. However, for Indonesia tends to have 
different idea on student’ abilities of class practice. 
All the development of students’ abilities of class 
practice is concentrated on text problems. Most of the 
questions are firstly introducing students to recognize 
the geometry contents by reading the text. Text 
problems for teaching can enhance student’ 
understanding.  
 
Number of context of problems 
This session analyzed the textbook based for the 
application problem and non-application problem. It 
described for the total of context of problem in three 
countries textbook which are California’s textbook 
had  4342 (40.66%), Singapore’s textbook had 
1651(32.27%) and Indonesia’s textbook had 
953(35.56%). The three countries put more 
emphasize on non-application of mathematics. Three 
countries textbooks should have more problems with 
application. It is recommended that the percentage of 
application problems in text book problems should be 
largely increased, especially the authentic application 
problems becausein the process of struggling with the 
application problem, children can often obtain a fairly 
deep understanding of the mathematics surrounding 
the problem. Be line with NCTM (2000) 
recommendation for reforming in mathematics 
education purpose, that the inclusion in instruction of 
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activities in which students can generate their own 
problems in additions to solving pre formulated 
problems. This is one of the way, students can 
become active in the class for the exercises produced 
from their lives can attract their attention.  
 
Number of problem solving problems 
The problem solving problems only prepared steps 1 
until 4. However there are a number of surprised to 
find just a little step 4 in each textbook selected. 
Almost the same result from three countries provided 
the problem solving procedures only 3 steps without 
looking back. The textbook should give the complete 
step of the problem solving, so that students can have 
a more complete idea on the strategies of solving 
problem. The author believes that students’ problem 
solving skills can be enhanced. It’s also support from 
similar outcomes were also obtained by other 
researchers on other US and Chinese textbooks (e.g., 
Fan & Zhu, 2006). Their study found that US and 
Chinese textbook series did not provide many non-
traditional and innovative problems of various types, 
particularly the Chinese ones. Lots of researchers had 
explained that innovative problems might contribute 
more to students' understanding than rule-based and 
traditional problems (Siemon, Virgona, & Cornielle, 
2001), therefore textbook could add more of 
problems with completely steps in problem solving.  
 
LIMITATION AND RECOMMENDATION  
 
Analysis of the different grades, entire textbooks or 
more textbooks from different publishers may show a 
different picture. But, it still cannot view the full 
picture in the data presented. The more 
comprehensive analysis of textbooks can be 
conducted in this way. Follow the coding mechanism 
and framework of this study (with suitable refinement 
as suggested) to have preliminary analysis of 
textbooks. Another limitation is that we did not 
analyze how teachers interpret the content in the 
textbooks. So, for the future research, interview (or 
by other means) with teachers are required to 
understand how they use the textbooks. We hope that 
this study can give some insights for further analysis 
in textbooks. 
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